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Abstract
An important ingredient of Mac Lane’s coherence theorem for monoidal categories is Mac
Lane’s pentagon, a diagram whose commutativity is needed so that “all diagrams commute”.
This paper gives a higher-dimensional generalization of Mac Lane’s pentagon: a 6-dimensional
diagram whose commutativity is needed in order for all diagrams in somewhat weak teisi to
commute.
Looping twice gives a 4-dimensional diagram in somewhat weak braided teisi, of which >ve
3-dimensional edges can be interpreted as proofs of >ve di?erent Zamolodchikov equations in
braided monoidal 2-categories. Hence higher-dimensional Mac Lane’s pentagon expresses the
relations between these proofs concisely. c© 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
MSC: 18D05; 18A05; 18D10; 81R50; 81T99
1. Introduction
The coherence theorem for tricategories states that every tricategory is tri-equivalent
to a Gray-category [6]. But there is also another coherence theorem for tricate-
gories, stating that tricategories are (algebras for a) contractible (operad) [1], which
roughly says that “all diagrams in a tricategory commute”. In the basic reference sit-
uation of monoidal categories [13,14], the two coherence theorems are equivalent [8].
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A cursory inspection of this equivalence suggests that one could prove coherence for tri-
categories by >rst proving contractibility and then constructing a functor st : Tricat→
Gray-Cat adjoint to the inclusion Gray-Cat → Tricat. A closer inspection, of [6,
Section 4:10] and [3,16], reveals that such st would give coherence for weak Gray-
categories, without the need to go via tricategories, but also that it will probably require
quite some as-yet-undeveloped ‘Gray-dimensional universal algebra’ [15]. Conversely,
coherence implies contractibility because Gray-categories are contractible [2].
Before any of this can be generalized to higher dimensions, one needs a good can-
didate for what weak n-categories might strictify to. One such candidate is teisi [5].
In a tas, m-composition of a p-arrow and a q-arrow for p; q¿m + 1 results in a
(p + q − m − 1)-arrow, which generalizes the 0-composition of two 2-arrows in a
Gray-category resulting in a 3-arrow, as in
These are the only data; there are axioms on faces, called naturality, and axioms for
composition.
There are now two approaches. One is to simply require all possible axioms for com-
position. This can be formalized in all dimensions by constructing a Batanin-operad [1]
which contains a system of whiskerings, is contractible and which has operations for
all trees with two leaves and axioms for all trees with more leaves; this requires only
a slight extension of Batanin’s machinery. The second approach is to give a list of
axioms, which can be formulated as a Batanin-operad if one wishes. Such a list has
been given only up to dimension 4 and partly up to dimension 6 [5].
Even though in the >rst approach contractibility is built in, it does not come for
free. First, the axioms are only given implicitly, without a way, other than brute force,
to determine what operations for a given tree are parallel and hence are required to
be equal. Secondly, one needs to prove that for trees with two leaves there is indeed
an operation of the right dimension with the right faces, which is not at all trivial.
And a contractibility theorem for the second approach will also be a contractibility
theorem for the >rst approach, giving a (hopefully) minimal list of axioms from which
all others follow.
Teisi are a good candidate for coherence, but it might be that they are not the right
candidate: something slightly or greatly weaker, with some axioms replaced by data
satisfying further axioms, might be what is needed. Anyhow, for every such kind of
weakened teisi, i.e., for a given set of data, there will be a separate contractibility
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theorem giving a minimal list of axioms from which all possible axioms on that set
of data follow.
In Mac Lane’s original situation, of categories with a tensor product but no unit,
the minimal list consists of, apart from three naturality squares, just one axiom: Mac
Lane’s pentagon [13]. For monoidal categories, the minimal list consists of two more
naturality squares and one more axiom; Kelly proved that three further axioms included
by Mac Lane are actually consequences of the other ones [12], and that the list is indeed
minimal. So there are four steps to a contractibility theorem: establishing a list, proving
this list implies contractibility, reducing the list if possible, and proving that the >nal
list is minimal.
In this paper I do part of the >rst step for two particular higher-dimensional cases,
namely those of teisi and of teisi with weak associativity of 0-composition of 2-arrows.
Speci>cally, I look at 0-composing four 2-arrows in each of these structures. The >ve
di?erent ways to do this, which correspond to the >ve possible bracketings, give >ve
5-arrows, and weak associativity gives further 5-arrows and seven 6-arrows relating
these, as in the following diagram, which is a higher-dimensional generalization of
Mac Lane’s original pentagon:
The conclusion will be that the axiom saying that this diagram commutes will be on
the minimal list in the somewhat weak case, and that it follows from the other axioms
in the strict case.
Even though it is just part of a >rst step towards a contractibility theorem, it has
an important consequence for higher braid groups. Namely, by looping twice the >ve
named 5-dimensional ‘vertices’ of the above diagram become 3-arrows in a (some-
what weak) braided tas whose shape is the 3-dimensional permutohedron, with sources
and targets of these 3-arrows being composites of four Yang–Baxter hexagons. Hence
these 3-arrows can be interpreted as proofs of Zamolodchikov equations in (somewhat
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weak) braided 2-dimensional teisi. Comparing this with Kapranov and Voevodsky’s
work [10,9,11], whose braided monoidal 2-categories di?er slightly from braided 2-
dimensional teisi, the conclusion will be that there are not eight, not three, but 0ve dif-
ferent equations involving the 2-arrows S+ and S− in (Kapranov–Voevodsky-)braided
monoidal 2-categories.
Section 2 recalls the necessary preliminaries from 4-dimensional teisi [5]. In
Section 3, I look at 0-composing four 2-arrows in teisi. In Sections 4–6, I establish
the relations between the possible composites, which are then summarized in higher di-
mensional Mac Lane’s pentagon in Section 7. Section 8 recalls looping, and in Section
9, I give the conclusions about the Zamolodchikov equations.
2. 4-dimensional teisi
The data for a 4-dimensional tas C are
• a 4-truncated graded set (Ci)06i64, where elements of C0 are called objects, elements
of C1 are called arrows and elements of Ci for i¿ 2 are called i-arrows,
• operations sk ; tk :Ci → Ck for k ¡ i, also denoted d−k and d+k and called k-source
and k-target, respectively,
• operations #m :Cq sm×tmCp → Cp+q−m−1 for m¡p; q, called m-composition, with
the convention that if m¿m′ then #m binds stronger, and
• operations id− :Ci → Ci+1, called identity, with the convention that idk− :Ci → Ci+k
denotes the composite of k id−’s.
These have to satisfy axioms which say that
• the sk , tk and id− make (Ci)06i64 into a 4-truncated reRexive globular set,
• for p; q m+ 1, m-composition is as for !-categories,
• for p; q¿ 1, c a p-arrow and c′ a q-arrow, dk(c′ #0 c) is a composite of the elements
d(−)
k+p′
q′ (c
′) #0 dp′(c), and locally,
• for p; q¿m+ 1, c a p-arrow and c′ a q-arrow, c′ #m c is an iso,
• for any c; c′; c′′, c′′ #0 (c′ #m c) is a composite of c′′ #0 c′ and c′′ #0 c, and locally,
• for any c; c′, c′ #m idc= idc′ #m c and idc′ #m c= idc′ #m c,
• for any c; c′; c′′, c′′ #m (c′ #m c)= (c′′ #m c′) #m c,
• and one more.
For notational convenience, I will not write nor refer to composition with arrows,
and use capital letters (A; B; : : :) for 2-arrows, lowercase letters (f; g : : :) for 3-arrows,
etc. This will not compromise precision because it will always be clear how to ‘whisker
in’ the arrows.
The third axiom, which I refer to as naturality, gives a directed Leibnitz rule for
the faces of a dimension raising composite. For the con>guration it gives
A #0 B :B #1 A A #1 B
just as in a Gray-category, compare the diagram for  #0  in the introduction.
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I will further reduce notation by writing 1-composition as reversed juxtaposition, i.e.,
AB for B #1 A.
For 0-composable g :B B′ and A and for 0-composable B and f :A A′ one
gets faces given by the following two diagrams, respectively:
When p+q−1=5, 0-composition results in a 5-arrow, which gives an equality between
its 4-source and 4-target, as usual. For 0-composable g :B B′ and f :A A′, one
gets faces given by the following diagram:
Inhere, two interesting things happen. One is that the two 4-arrows speci>ed to be
in the 4-source of f #0 g are not composable as is, but that there is another 4-arrow
resulting from lower-dimensional elements in this 4-source composing with a raise
in dimension, these three 4-arrows now being composable. A similar thing happens
in the 4-target of f #0 g, but with a twist: the three 4-arrows are not composable,
but if the 4-arrow resulting from composing the lower-dimensional elements would
(also) give something going in the opposite direction, they would be. This is the
reason for the fourth axiom, requiring dimension raising composites to be isos. No-
tice, however, that the o?ending composite is not a 0-composition, so it would be
possible to require dimension raising composition to result in isos only
for n¿ 0.
The cases p=2; q=4 and p=4; q=2 hold no surprises and are left to the reader.
The >fth axiom, which I refer to as functoriality, says that 0-composition pre-
serves all compositions in each of its variables. For the con>gurations
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and this means the commutativity of the following two diagrams, respec-
tively:
For further functoriality another interesting thing happens. Namely, for the con>guration
one has an equality of two identities, in the diagram
whereas for the con>guration an extra composition appears, in the diagram
ABCD 3
(AB )#0(CD )
3
3
3
CDAB
ACDB
4(A#0C )(B#0 D)
3
3
ACBD
3
CADB
3
CABD
3
,
whose commutativity does not follow from the other axioms, and needs to be imposed.
This is the one more axiom of the list above, which I refer to as interchange, and
which can be paraphrased as “functoriality in both variables at the same time”.
5-dimensional functoriality has no more diUculties than 5-dimensional naturality,
and is left to the reader, see [5, Lemma 2:5].
Given two k-arrows c; c′ whose (k − 1)-sources and (k − 1)-targets coincide, the
collection of arrows with k-source c and k-target c′ is denoted C(c; c′) and is called
the localization of C at c and c′. By shifting dimensions, the operations on C induce
operations on C(c; c′); for example m-composition in C becomes (m− k)-composition
in C(c; c′). The requirement that the axioms for 0-composition hold locally means that
for all c; c′ they hold in the (4− k)-dimensional tas C(c; c′).
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The seventh axiom, which I refer to as associativity, says that composition is as-
sociative. This is not a trivial matter for dimension raising composition, as it is only
because of functoriality axioms that the two composites to be required to be equal have
equal source and target, as can be seen from the diagram
This insertion of lower dimensional axioms also occurs in the interchange axiom.
3. 0-composing four 2-arrows
In dimension 4 there is no choice with respect to associativity of 0-composition of
2-arrows: it holds or it does not. In higher dimensions, there is a choice: the equality
between the front and back of the previous diagram can be replaced by a 5-arrow
bA;B;C as in the diagram
for each triple A; B; C of 0-composable 2-arrows in C. Here, I have introduced fur-
ther notational shortcuts, by writing R−;? for −#0? and by reducing the number of
‘lanes’ of the arrows in the diagram by 2, thereby eliminating the need to put labels
indicating three-lane arrows. These shortcuts also anticipate upon the application to
Zamolodchikov equations later on.
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The >rst two ways to 0-compose four 0-composable 2-arrows A; B; C; D in a higher-
dimensional tas with weakened associativity is to compose either side of bB;C;D with A,
which is composing a 4-arrow with a 2-arrow. This gives, by the appropriate naturality
axiom, two 5-arrows whose 4-sources and 4-targets are given respectively by the two
diagrams
and
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Both of these can now be surrounded by all relevant functorialities, and consequences
of those such as in Section 2, as in the diagram
The third way to 0-compose four 0-composable 2-arrows A; B; C; D in a higher-
dimensional tas with weakened associativity is to compose RC;D with RA;B, which is
composing a 3-arrow with a 3-arrow. This gives, by the appropriate naturality axiom,
a 5-arrow whose 4-source and 4-target are given by the diagram
Surrounding this by all relevant functorialities, among which are several instances of
interchange, gives the diagram
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The >nal two ways to 0-compose four 0-composable 2-arrows A; B; C; D in a higher-
dimensional tas with weakened associativity is to compose D with either side of bA;B;C ,
which is composing a 2-arrow with a 4-arrow. This gives, by the appropriate naturality
axiom two 5-arrows whose 4-sources and 4-targets are given, respectively by the two
diagrams
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and
Again, both of these can be surrounded by all relevant functorialities, and consequences
of those such as in Section 2, as in the diagram
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Denoting the 4-source of bA;B;C by S+A;B;C and its 4-target by S
−
A;B;C , and indicating
these 4-arrows in the diagram by a hexagon with a plus or a minus, respectively, the
>ve 5-arrows thus de>ned can be pictured as
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and be written as
T r+A;B;C;D=RA;S+B;C;D ;
T r−A;B;C;D=RA;S−B;C;D ;
TmA;B;C;D=RRA;B;RC;D ;
T l+A;B;C;D=RS+A; B; C ;D;
T l−A;B;C;D=RS−A; B; C ;D:
Notice that two of the three naturality squares in both the 4-sources and 4-targets
composed with the preceding and succeeding 3-arrows are identities by interchange.
Thus, the apparent 5-arrow resulting from the horizontal composition of two squares
is actually an identity by the identity axiom. Consequently, the indicated diagrams do
indeed give 4-dimensional sources and targets.
4. Naturality of associativity
T r+A;B;C;D and T
r−
A;B;C;D were de>ned by composing either side of bB;C;D by A. Now
composing bB;C;D itself with A gives a 6-arrow with, by naturality, T r+A;B;C;D part of its
5-source and T r−A;B;C;D part of its 5-target. Similarly, composing D with bA;B;C gives a
6-arrow with T l+A;B;C;D part of its 5-source and T
l−
A;B;C;D part of its 5-target. I will denote
these 6-arrows by
c1(3)A;B;C;D=RA;bB;C;D ;
c(3)1A;B;C;D=RbA;B; C ;D:
In case of strict associativity, when both sides of b are equal (and b is the identity),
T r+A;B;C;D and T
r−
A;B;C;D are equal, and c
1(3)
A;B;C;D and c
(3)1
A;B;C;D are identities between identities.
5. Higher-dimensional associativity
Weakened associativity also means that a con>guration such as
gives a 6-arrow relating the two ways of bracketing A #0 B #0 h. Applying this
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to the case where h=RC;D thus gives a 6-arrow whose 5-source contains T r+A;B;C;D and
whose 5-target contains TmA;B;C;D. Similarly, taking similar con>gurations comprising a
0-composable triple two of which are 2-arrows and one of which is a 3-arrow, one gets
two more 6-arrows, one whose 5-source contains T r−A;B;C;D and whose 5-target contains
T l+A;B;C;D and the other whose 5-source contains T
m
A;B;C;D and whose 5-target contains
T l−A;B;C;D. These 6-arrows can be denoted conveniently by
c2(2)A;B;C;D= bA;B;RC;D ;
c1(2)1A;B;C;D= bA;RB;C ;D;
c(2)2A;B;C;D= bRA;B;C;D:
Strict associativity means that not only bA;B;C is an identity, but also bx;y; z for two of
x; y; z 2-arrows and the other one a 3-arrow.
6. Functoriality of associativity
For the con>guration C
D B A
, there is bA;B;CD on the one hand and bA;B;C
and bA;B;D on the other hand. Now the latter two are, with some whiskerings, 3-
composable, which results in a 6-arrow, whereas bA;B;CD is a 5-arrow. Thus, the appro-
priate axiom for this situation says that the identity on bA;B;CD is equal to a composite
involving bA;B;C and bA;B;D. This latter composite has the same 4-source and 4-target as
bA;B;CD because it can be surrounded by lower-dimensional axioms and consequences
of those such as in Section 2, similar to what happened in Section 3.
Similarly, the con>guration D BC A gives an axiom saying the identity
on bA;BC;D is equal to a composite involving bA;B;D and bA;C;D, and the con>guration
D C AB
gives an axiom saying the identity on bAB;C;D is equal to a composite
involving bA;C;D and bB;C;D.
Now looking at the composite of four b’s as in the diagram
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one would initially think that this would give an 8-arrow, being a 3-composite of four
5-arrows, but by associating this one way and using the >rst and third functoriality
above this is equal to a 3-composite of two identity 6-arrows, hence results in a
6-arrow. One could also associate it di?erently, and get a 7-arrow by using the other
functoriality; this 7-arrow is the identity on the same 6-arrow by (strict) associativity
of 3-composition.
Similarly, the composite as in the diagram
also results in a 6-arrow.
I will denote these 6-arrows by
c(2)(2)sA;B;C;D= bAB;C;D #3 bA;B;CD;
c(2)(2)tA;B;C;D= bA;B;DC #3 bBA;C;D:
For strict associativity, something interesting happens again. Indeed, when both sides of
b are equal the >rst and third functorialities give an equality of two identities, but the
middle functoriality is not a consequence of the other axioms because of the appearance
of an extra composition, which can be seen from each of the two diagrams above as
the 2-composite of two squares which in that case gives a priori a non-identity; thus,
an extra axiom needs to be included saying that, after all, it composed with the two
b’s does give an identity.
7. Higher-dimensional Mac Lane’s pentagon
The above de>ned 6-arrows nicely >t together as in the following diagram:
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By contractibility, this diagram must commute for any quadruple of 0-composable
2-arrows A; B; C; D in a higher-dimensional tas with weakened associativity.
In order to relate this commutativity condition to Mac Lane’s original pentagon,
compose the T ’s with appropriate b’s giving >ve 5-arrows with 4-source the composite
of four S+’s, as in the left-most end of the diagram and with 4-target the composite
of four S−’s, as in the right-most end of the diagram, writing these as Tr+A;B;C;D; etc.
Treat the c’s similarly to obtain seven 6-arrows with the same 4-source and 4-target
as the T’s. Now the above diagram can also be represented as the diagram in the
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introduction, from which one sees that higher-dimensional Mac Lane’s pentagon has
two more ‘vertices’ and ‘edges’ than a pentagon.
In the strict case, gathering together what has been said above, all 5-dimensional
non-T ’s and all c’s in the above diagram are identities. Thus the ‘pentagon’ follows
from associativity, just as for strict monoidal categories [7, Section 4:2].
8. Looping twice
An n-dimensional tas which has only one arrow, namely the identity on the necessar-
ily unique object, can be considered as a (strict) braided (n− 2)-dimensional tas. This
process, which I refer to as looping (twice), and its converse, which I refer to as de-
looping (twice), shift the dimension by 2: the objects of the braided (n−2)-dimensional
tas C are the 2-arrows of the corresponding n-dimensional tas  2(C), and, more gen-
erally, the k-arrows of C are the (k + 2)-arrows of  2(C). m-composition in C is
(m + 2)-composition in  2(C), whilst 1-composition in  2(C) becomes the tensor
product on C, and 0-composition becomes the braiding. With this reindexing, the dia-
grams from Section 3 onwards become, exactly as they are, diagrams in braided teisi,
with capital letters (A; B; : : :) for objects, lowercase letters (f; g : : :) for arrows, etc.,
with the tensor product written as juxtaposition and the braiding being denoted by R.
In a braided tas the braiding is associative, which means that the 3-arrow bA;B;C :
S+A;B;C S
−
A;B;C is an identity. Looping (twice) an n-dimensional tas with weakened
associativity results in an (n − 2)-dimensional tas with a braiding which is weakly
associative: a somewhat weak braided tas, and, if bA;B;C is required to be an iso: a
somewhat iso-weak braided tas. It is also possible to require no associativity of the
braiding at all: a somewhat funny braided tas (cf. [17, p. 554]).
The 2-arrows S+A;B;C and S
−
A;B;C in a braided 2-category correspond to Kapranov and
Voevodsky’s S+A;B;C and S
−
A;B;C [10], up to di?erent conventions for direction, and up
to them having weak functoriality, which both are minor di?erences that can easily be
accommodated for. Actually, their choice of direction forces them to consider an inverse
of a braiding, thus their arguments are restricted to what they call iso-braidings; with
my choice of direction there is no such restriction. Moreover, Kapranov and Voevodsky
do not have any relation between S+A;B;C and S
−
A;B;C ; thus they work in the somewhat
funny context.
9. Zamolodchikov equations
One setting for the Zamolodchikov equation is that of a linear operator S :V ⊗
V ⊗ V → V ⊗ V ⊗ V , the equation being S234S134S124S123 = S123S124S134S234, where
S234 = id ⊗ S : V ⊗ V ⊗ V ⊗ V → V ⊗ V ⊗ V ⊗ V etc. This has been extended [11]
to families of arrows RA;B and 2-arrows SA;B;C in a monoidal 2-category, the equation
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being
and further extended [10] to two families of S’s with the possibility to choose the S’s
in the above equation independently from either family. For families of arrows RA;B
and 2-arrows S+A;B;C and S
−
A;B;C in a monoidal Gray-category, call a 3-arrow between
the two sides of a Zamolodchikov equation a Zamolodchikov 3-arrow.
• In a somewhat funny braided 2-category the families R, S+ and S− satisfy >ve
Zamolodchikov equations. Their proofs are given by the >ve di?erent T ’s of Section
3, which are instances of naturality and are identities, being 3-arrows in a 2-category,
each one surrounded by the relevant functorialities.
• In a braided 2-category, i.e., with S+ = S− [4, De>nition 2:2], there is only one
Zamolodchikov equation. Now T r+ =T r− and T l+ =T l− so there are only three
di?erent proofs, given by the three di?erent T r, Tm and T l, which are instances of
naturality and are identities, each one surrounded by the relevant functorialities.
• In a somewhat funny braided Gray-category there are >ve Zamolodchikov 3-arrows,
given by the T ’s of Section 3, which are unrelated.
• In a somewhat (iso-)weak braided Gray-category the bA;B;C become part of the data
of the families. In the iso case there is a Zamolodchikov 3-arrow for every choice
of +’s and −’s where in the 2-source the S+’s precede the S−’s and in the 2-target
the S−’s precede the S+’s. If bA;B;C is not an iso then moreover the 2-target must
have at least as many −’s as the 2-source.
There are many proofs of, that is, ways to obtain, for example, the 3-arrow
S+S+S+S+ S−S−S−S−, but there are only >ve essentially di?erent ones, given
by the T’s, the other ones being given by composing with di?erent b-material.
• In higher dimensions the relations between the Zamolodchikov 3-arrows, via >ve
‘Zamolodchikov 4-arrows’ corresponding to the >ve ‘standard’ c’s and two other
4-arrows can be read o? from the diagram in Section 7.
Kapranov and Voevodsky mention eight [10, Theorem 2:1] and three [9, p. 1–2]
Zamolodchikov equations in a somewhat funny braided 2-category; this is incorrect,
their proofs being inaccurate or not present. The three proofs of the one Zamolodchikov
equation in a braided 2-category do not correspond to Kapranov and Voevodsky’s three
equations either. Finally, the condition for 2-sources and 2-targets of Zamolodchikov
3-arrows in a somewhat weak braided Gray-category is reminiscent of Kapranov and
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Voevodsky’s eight equations, but it does not include all of them, nor do they give all
that satisfy it.
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